1965 ford f100 manual

At the very least, forever altered the course of the genre, delivering pickups from a single-use,
rough-and-tumble destiny to a bimodal machine strong enough to haul heavy loads of cargo,
yet comfortable and luxurious enough to serve as a daily-driven commuter vehicles. What's
more interesting is that didn't mark a significant design change for the F-Series; the
fifth-generation trucks were still two years away but the few changes that did occur in amounted
to nothing less than a major leap forward in F-Series evolution. Without a doubt, the biggest
news for the F-Series was the introduction of Ford's Twin I-Beam independent front suspension
for two-wheel drive pickups. By this time Chevrolet had already launched a more traditional
independent front suspension on their two-wheel drive trucks, which made them more
comfortable for passenger duties but at the same, the design raised questions about durability.
Ford's approach essentially split the original single I-beam into two sections, with each
mounting to the frame off of the center point. As such, each front wheel gained independent
motion while retaining the strength and durability of a solid axle. F-Series ride quality was
significantly enhanced, and the basic Twin I-Beam design was such a hit that it would stay with
Ford pickups for the remainder of the 20th century. Other changes for include more styling
tweaks for the grille, with front marker lights moving to positions above the headlights. Ford's
first ever Crew Cab debuted midway through this model year as a special-order option; the first
Camper Special package was unveiled, and the iconic Ranger nameplate was introduced,
denoting a new luxury trim level that offered items such as carpeting, bucket seats, and an
optional center console. Here is a very nice restored 65 F truck, we found it on YouTube and
wanted to share it with you:. Though extremely rare, F-Series trucks gained an extra set of
doors to mark the first factory Crew Cab, available only as a special order option. Equally rare
was the new Ranger package, which served as a sporty top-of-the-line model with carpeting,
bucket seats and other trim enhancements. Two-wheel drive F and F trucks received the new
Twin I-Beam suspension, while the beefier F soldiered on with the single I-Beam front axle.
Four-wheel drive was available on F and F models, while Styleside and Flareside beds were
available across the line. More power accompanied the many changes for Both inline
six-cylinder engines increased in size; the base mill became a cubic-inch I-6 with the
now-legendary cubic-inch I-6 becoming the mid-level option. For the power seekers, a
cubic-inch V-8 served up horsepower. The three-speed manual continued as the base
transmission, with heavy-duty three or four-speed manuals and the Cruise-O-Matic automatic all
optional. For example, the new Twin-I-Beam suspension, new SAE standard parallel-rail frames,
new bigger engines, progressive-type rear springs, rugged new transmissions, and extra
corrosion protection for critical areas give Ford trucks greater durability than ever before. You
can detect virtually no front-end dive when brakes are applied, no "mushing out" on curves, no
loss of steering control when you need it most! Six, a cu. Big Six and a cu. V-8 give the Ford F
and F trucks more power than ever before. From swift and sure to screeching hot, these new
Fords deliver the power - when and where you need it! Oil change and chassis lubrication
periods have been extended to 6, miles or six months. Result: less truck downtime and lower
maintenance costs. NEW COMFORT: Driver comfort has been substantially increased by Ford's
unique Twin-I-Beam suspension; repositioned shock-absorbing steering column; increased
head and leg room; redesigned fresh air ventilating system; smaller, more effective heater, and
brake and clutch pedals that require less effort to operate. New grille, color-keyed interiors and
new optional bright-metal side moldings on separate Styleside pickup bodies make them the
most attractive trucks on the road. The VIN plate is stamped on the rating plate. Note: All F
photos shown on this page except for the first and last ones are used with permission from
vintageautohausandimports. This strong and reliable transmission was installed on ''79 Ford
pickups, as well as Jeeps and IH pickups and Scouts. The 2WD versions have a square
tail-housing bolt pattern, while the 4WD NP's tail-housing pattern is more of a trapezoid, with the
bottom bolt holes being farther apart than the top bolts. It can be identified by a bolt-on
aluminum top cover most stamped with 'NP' enclosed in a circle secured with 8 bolts and with
the gearshift coming directly out of the top and a fitting on the driver's side for the backup light
switch. There is also a PTO port on the right side of the case. The pilot tip of the transmission
measures. The front bearing retainer flange measures 4. It is equipped with a spline output
shaft. Case length is Weight - app. Click here to download the NP rebuild guide. This is a GM
publication, but the information contained within is applicable to the Ford transmission as well.
These transmissions were installed in many Ford pickups as well as Jeeps and IH Scouts as a
successor to the T Ford used three different versions of this transmission, which is equipped
with a spline output shaft. Both the case and top cover are cast iron, with the top cover being
secured with 6 bolts. First gear and reverse are not synchronized. It's replacement, the T, was
used in ''88 Ford pickups and some IH trucks and is identical in appearance except has a 5.
Checking these dimensions will verify that the transmission is a or newer model, precluding it

from being the T The transmission can also be identified by its casting numbers cast into the
driver's side of the case. T18s have casting number "" and T19s have casting number "". From
until , many T18s used a T98 shifter assembly. Earlier versions reverse gears shifts over and up
- later versions shift over and down. Click here for a larger version of the same image K version.
It derived it's '3. Here are a couple scans from the '67 factory service manual which describes
it's operation. Click to enlarge. Please save this banner to your hard drive to place on your
webpage. NP gear ratios 1st - 6. The 3-speed was also available as the Borg Warner T overdrive.
All rights reserved. All brand names and product names used on this website are trade names,
service marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or content of this
site may be reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To report problems or
provide comments or suggestions, please click here. Manual Transmission Identification Guide.
Borg Warner T19 shown without extension housing. T Gear Ratios 1st - 6. Click here for an
exploded-view schematic of a T K Click here for a larger version of the same image K. The
photos contained will probably eventually be incorporated into a "How To Rebuild" tutorial, but
in the meantime I decided to post these pictures just for visual reference. Both of the steering
columns reviewed in this article have been removed from the vehicles. Start by removing the
steering wheel with an appropriate puller, and then sliding the main shaft out the bottom end of
the column. There will be a spring under the steering wheel holding the upper column shaft
bushing into the upper bearing Also, remove the spring-loaded horn contact from the turn
signal switch so it doesn't fall out and get lost. Next, remove the turn signal stalk, then the shift
handle by driving out the retaining pin and finally the three Phillips-head screws holding the
turn signal retaining plate Fig. Next, you'll need to remove the turn signal switch. Because the
wiring is snaked up through the column, and the plastic harness connectors are too large to
pull through, you'll have to remove the connectors. You do this by using the yellow-handled
tool Fig. But first you need to make a careful inspection and take some notes about the proper
orientation of the wires, so they can be replaced in their respective positions during
reassembly. Pull the turn signal switch up and out of the column. When you go to lift the turn
housing away from the column housing, be sure you don't lose the two bolts. The heads of
these two bolts are just barely hooked into holes in the end of the column housing, as shown in
Fig. Also shown in Fig. Next, make a schematic of how the shifter arms at the base of the
column are arranged, and then you can slide the shift collar and shift tube out from the main
column housing. The shift tube is actually separate from the shift collar, so it's possible it'll
slide off the tube first, and then you can grab the tube and pull it out. This in turn will release the
two shifter arms at the base of the column. You'll notice that there is a thin plastic thrust washer
on each side of the shifter arm pack, as well as a thicker plastic spacer between the two shifter
arms. Pull the two shifter arms out of the column, along with the two thrust washers, and then
rotate the thick spacer around degrees so that it can be removed from the main column
housing. The green arrows indicate the welded-in housing spacers, between which everything
else fits and are not removable. The yellow arrows point to the thin plastic thrust washers on
each end of the shifter arm pack. Note the lip on each of the thrust washers that grip each
respective shifter arm. The orange arrow points to the thick plastic spacer between the two
shifter arms. Once the shift tube is slid out the top of the column, these will be loose, so remove
them carefully, paying attention to the proper orientation of the spacer and each thrust washer. I
have one in place on a shifter arm, and you can see how the lip of each shim fits snugly over the
end of the shifter arm. I'm holding it as it would be oriented inside the column housing. To
install, you turn it 90 degrees clockwise, insert it, and then spin it back 90 degrees. Here is a
shot of the setup on a different column, showing the shifter arm pack on the end of the shift
tube. You can see that the bottom thrust washer is broken. The yellow arrow points to a plastic
sleeve which is slid over the end of the shift tube. With all the plastic pieces in this setup, you
can definitely begin to see how these wearing out will cause the shifter arms to become loose
and unstable, which could cause difficulty in shifting and possible binding. The shifter arms are
held laterally stationary by the column housing spacers, and the shift tube slides back and forth
through the arms, engaging each one with a tab mounted onto the end of the shifter tube. When
the shifter handle is pulled toward the driver, it pivots in the shift collar and pushes down on the
shifter tube, over-riding the spring. You can also see the plastic sleeve on the end of the tube.
You can see how the metal tab on the shifter arm engages the arm. When a driver pulls the shift
lever towards himself to shift into Reverse or 1st gears, the column is pushed down through
this arm and the thick plastic spacer enough that the metal tab no longer engages it, but instead
engages into the longer R-1 arm beneath it. At this point the spring is almost fully compressed.
See where it's worn into a 'ramp'? Compare it to the other and you can see it's not supposed to
be like that. This would have been caused by the shifter lever not being pushed all the way
down when shifting into third gear, causing the spot-welded tab to 'catch' the edge when

shifting from second to third gear. The other end of the shifter tube slides into the shift collar.
There is a metal tab welded onto the top end of the tube that engages it to the collar, and as a
driver is shifting, the tube slides up and down in the collar. In Fig. However, because of the
semi-tight fit, it still shifted I ended up having to drive it out from the top. The hole in the right
side of the tab is supposed to line up with the hole in the end of the tube. It's this hole that the
shifter lever fits into to move the shift tube up and down. Therefore, the tab not only keeps the
tube engaged with the shift collar, but provides some extra support for the thin shift tube, to
minimize damage from the shift lever. You can see how rounded-out the hole in the shift tube is,
since the tab was no longer reinforcing the hole. The tab has a very short tang on the bottom
side which fits into the pilot hole orange arrow and is then spot-welded to the tube yellow
arrows. However, when the two factory spot-welds broke, apparently the previous owner
decided to weld it back in place at the end of the tab, but in doing so completely burned through
the tube green arrow. And the weld wasn't any good anyway, since it obviously broke again
afterwards. You can also see the hole through which the shifter lever extends to engage the
shifter tube. The tube rides up and down in the close confines of the collar as indicated by the
orange arrow. This area needs to be lubricated for smooth operation of the shift tube. This shot
of a VERY worn column shaft couldn't have happened with a 3-spd column, since the shaft is
inside the shift tube, and the tube would have worn out first. This could only have come from a
4-spd manual-steering truck that didn't have a shifter tube, and would have been caused from
bad front cab mounts which let the cab sink down in front, putting pressure on the bearing. The
bearing would have eventually worn out, and then the shaft would have started to ride on the
bearing housing, causing this wear. I figured it could be easily pressed out with a large C-clamp,
but after spending nearly 30 minutes unsuccessfully looking for mine in the shop, I decided to
just use the bench vise, which worked beautifully. Just be ready to catch everything, because
once the bearing pops out, everything will hit the floor. I actually ended up denting this housing
when it landed on it's side, but fortunately this was just a trial run and this particular piece just
gave it's life for the educational aspect. The 2x4 was to keep the jaws from marring the housing.
CarolinaClassics also has a complete column rebuilding service. I've been unable to locate a
source for the plastic sleeve located at the base of the shifter tube as seen in Fig. In fact, it
doesn't even show up on the exploded-view diagrams above. If you have any info on this piece,
please e-mail me. Please save this banner to your hard drive to place on your webpage. This
page is a collection of photos and observations I made while disassembling a pair of manual
three-speed a. The yellow arrow shows the end of the shift tube. Replacing the Upper Column
bearing I decided to try pressing out the upper column bearing, just for the practice. All rights
reserved. All brand names and product names used on this website are trade names, service
marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or content of this site
may be reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To report problems or
provide comments or suggestions, please click here. The Manual 3-spd Steering Column
Explored. This is a close-up of the tab on the shifter tube that actuates the shifter arms. In this
picture, I've slid the short arm back on the shift tube without the plastic shim. The yellow arrow
in Fig. OK, let's head back up to the business-end of the column. The yellow arrow in this shot
is pointing to the groove in the shift collar that the tab is supposed to ride in. Here's a
comparison shot of the bad shift tube and a good one, with the tab still attached with the factory
spot-welds. It was very obvious to me that both of these 3-spd. Replacing the Upper Column
bearing. I decided to try pressing out the upper column bearing, just for the practice. Here is the
turn signal housing, with the pressed-in bearing, along with the steel column bushing. Clamped
this up in the bench vise, which worked great. Exploded-view Schematics from the Ford Master
Parts catalog. Steering Column and Gear with 3-spd manual transmission F 4x4 x , K. Column
Shift Arm Spacer Fig. Upper and Lower column bearings. Shift collar for standard shift. Steering
column tube flange picture courtesy of Macs Auto Parts. Shortening a 3-spd manual-shift
steering column. Customer Rating: 7 Review s Write a Review. It's a thick, comprehensive
manual, which is separated into three volumes, and is used by professionals. At over 1, pages.
You'll love the straight forward instructions and the huge number and wide variety of visual aids
which accompany them. This definitive resource provides you the information and confidence
you'll need to tackle the jobs on your classic. It covers your truck projects from small to large
and is chock full of specifications and instructions. By the mids, Ford was king of the truck
market, launching new products and expanding offerings in truck models. Diesel options were
introduced and vehicles got bigger. The Twin-I Beam front suspension put Ford on the front
page of the automotive news. It was a member of the classic F-Series and offered light-duty, two
wheel drive with better handling and a softer ride. The F pickup sported flashy, chrome trim,
whitewall tires and two-tone paint schemes. Trucks were being equipped with V-8 engines and
automatic transmissions. The Ford Rancheros aimed for a deluxe air with an almost sedan-like

quality up front and a sizable bed in back. It was a great mix between car and truck. It was used
to make sure every model was up to par before it left a dealership or shop. It was also used to
make sure trucks coming back for repair and service were handled effectively and efficiently.
Now, you too can use the exact processes when you have one of these classics vehicles in
front of you. Add to Cart. Item Description. The 'Ask a Question' function requires JavaScript.
Figueira verified customer November 17, It was a pleasure buying from the motor bookstore the
quality of the item I bought were excellent service is great and I received it in a quick timely
matter all intact and in excellent shape. Excellent product and great customer service. Th
1998 cadillac deville instrument cluster
2003 ford focus cooling system
2004 expedition radio
ank you Was this rating helpful to you? Sal verified customer September 25, Exactly what I was
needing for my rebuild. Excellent reference and just plain good reading Very pleased with
quality. Money well spent. Thanks much Was this rating helpful to you? Butch Norris verified
customer March 4, Exactly as described in ad. Was this rating helpful to you? Jeff verified
customer December 17, Just what I expected, very good! Jacob verified customer March 19, A
must have from minor repair to complete restoration. Super detailed books. Well worth the
money, and at a good price at that. Shipping was quick as well. Will do more business with in
the future. Kathy verified customer October 7, The books were shipped promptly and I am
pleased with the quality of the items. Jason verified customer August 14, Great purchase and
they were exactly as described. Also, very pleased with super quick processing and delivery
time. Click here to review this product Reviews are subject to approval. About Us.

